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ABSTRACT
Radiative-convective equilibrium models of planetary atmospheres are discussed f o the
~ case when the
infrared opacity is due to a vapor in equilibrium with its liquid or solid phase. For a grey gas, or for a gas
which absorbs a t all infrared wavelengths, equilibrium is impossible when the solar constant exceeds a
critical value. Equilibrium therefore requires that the condensed phase evaporates into the atmosphere.
Moist adiabatic and pseudoadiabatic atmospheres in which the condensing vapor is a major atmospheric
constituent are considered. This situation would apply if the solar constant were supercritical with respect
to an abundant substance such as water. I t is shown that the condensing gas would be a major constituent
a t all levels in such an atmosphere. Photodissociation of water in the primordial Venus atmosphere is
discussed in this context.

1. Introduction

One of the most useful models in understanding the
heat budget of planetary atmospheres is the planeparallel atmosphere in radiative equilibrium with a
convective troposphere (Goody, 1964). Sophisticated
models of this type have been used successfully to
predict the observed thermal structure of the earth's
stratosphere, as well as the earth's mean surface temperature (Manabe and Wetherald, 1967). Generally,
one takes the composition of the atmosphere as given,
and then computes the equilibrium temperature profile under the action of a constant solar flux. For the
earth, the most important gases are water vapor, carbon
dioxide and ozone, since these have regions of strong
absorption in the visible and infrared (IR) portions
of the spectrum. However, in the case of water vapor
the amount of absorber is temperature dependent,
since water vapor in the atmosphere is cont~olledby
cycles of evaporation and precipitation. Accounting
for this effect leads to interesting results, some of which
are not well understood. The
of this paper is to
show that when the amount of an absorbing gas in the
model atmosphere is determined by its vapor pressure,
singularities may result, which represent not only a
failure of the model, but also signal a profound change
in the physical system which the model represents.
These singularities may be understood ii terms of the
familiar greenhouse effect. Sunlight penetrates to the
surface of the planet more easily than I R radiation
escapes because gases such as water vapor are strong
absorbers of I R radiation. Provided the atmosphere
remains partially transparent in the visible, the surface
temperature varies directly as the I R opacity of the
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atmosphere. Singularities may arise if the possibility
of feedback exists, where the opacity depends on the
surface temperature. This is precisely the situation
when the I R opacity is due to a gas whose concentration in the atmosphere is controlled by equilibrium with
solid or liquid phases at the surface. These singularities
manifest themselves for values of the solar constant
greater than a certain critical value. Equilibrium is
possible below the critical point, and the calculations
of Manabe and Wetherald indicate that this equilibrium
is stable. Above the critical point, equilibrium is impossible.
These arguments indicate that each abundant infrared-active substance has associated with it a critical
value of the solar constant. When the solar constant
is less than the critical value, the substance exists
mainly in solid or liquid form on the surface of the
planet, but when the solar constant is greater than the
critical value, the substance exists primarily as vapor
in the atmosphere. Clearly, it would be most interesting
to know the critical solar constants for water vapor and
carbon dioxide, in order to understand the origin and
evolution of the atmospheres of Venus, Mars and the
earth, I t is almost equally clear that one cannot compute such quantities accurately, but even with fairly
simple models one can perhaps decide which planets
are supercritical and which are subcritical; the results
are insensitive t o details of the model because of the
extreme sensitivity of the vapor pressure vs temperature relation for water vapor and carbon dioxide.
Leighton and Murray (1966) have argued that water
and carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of Mars are both
in equilibrium with permanent frost deposits on the
surface. I n our nomenclature this means that both
substances are subcritical on Mars. Water is also subcritical on the earth. Carbon dioxide on the earth is
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rather special, because most of it has dissolved in the
oceans and is now buried in sedimentary rocks (Rube).,
1964). Perhaps, if there were no oceans, carbo,n dioxide
would be the major constituent of the earth's atmosphere. On the other hand, carbon dioxide is clearly
supercritical on Venus, since apparently all of i t now
resides in the atmosphere. However, the most interesting question concerns water on Venus. We would like
to know whether this planet is supercritical with respect
to water, and whether such a circumstance could
account for the absence of water on Venus today.
These questions are rather speculative, and will be
deferred to the last section of this paper. I n the next
two sections we show how singularities arise for the
grey atmospheric model, and in a model based on
laboratory absorption spectra. Our aim is not to
develop a realistic model of the early Venus atmosphere,
if that were possible, but rather to establish that these
effects do exist, and eventually to show how they might
be relevant to Venus.

atmospheric temperature is determined as a function
of 7- from B(T); the temperature of the ground is determined from B*(T*). Note that there is a discontinuity
of temperature a t the ground, since B* (r*)>B (T*).
For a solar constant S=2.0 cal cm-2 min-I with an
albedo A = 0.4, the global average of the absorbed sunlight per unit area of the planet is (1-A)S/4=0.3
cal ern+ min-I. This must be equal to F if the planet is
in thermal equilibrium. From (2b), the corresponding
stratospheric temperature is 206K, and if the optical
depth r* is 0(1), the corresponding surface temperature
is 280-300K, which is reasonable for the earth.
The radiative equilibrium solution (2) is usually
assumed to hold in the stratosphere from the top a t
T = O to the beginning of the convective troposphere
at the tropopause. In the stratosphere it is reasonable
to assume that the absorbing substance is mixed uniformly with other gases. However, if the absorbing
substance behaves like water vapor in the earth's
atmosphere, then near the planet's surface, and in the
convective troposphere, we must assume that the
density p, is close to the saturation value pr(T). Self2. The grey model
consistency of the model demands that these two soIn this section we consider a plane-parallel atmo- lutions join at the tropopause, with temperature and
sphere with a constant net flux upward from below. absorber amount continuous. Thus, the radiative equiOnly the longwave (IR) portion of the radiation field librium solution with absorbing substance mixed uniis considered; absorption of sunlight is assumed to formly must be valid down to the level a t which the
take place entirely a t the ground. The IR opacity is due density p, is close to the saturation value p,(T), evaluto a single gas whose absorption coefficient is inde- ated at that level.
pendent of frequency, and we shall employ the EddingIt is important that both temperature and absorber
ton approximation to compute the temperature pro- concentration be continuous a t the tropopause. The
file under conditions of radiative equilibrium (Goody, tropopause itself must be in thermal equilibrium, which
1964, p. 332). Let K be the mass absorption coefficient ensures continuity of temperature. Continuity of abof the absorbing gas; then the optical depth r is defined sorber concentration follows from the fact that the
as
absorbing substance can only be removed from the
atmosphere by condensation and precipitation. The
presence of reservoirs of the substance in solid or liquid
form at the surface ensures that the atnlosphere near the
ground be close to saturation. The dynamics of moist
where z is the vertical coordinate and p , the density of convection ensures that the convective troposphere be
absorbing gas.
close to saturation at all levels. Thus, the condition
With these definitions and assumptions, the radiative that the base of the stratosphere be close to saturation
equilibrium solution is (Goody, loc. cit.)
is due ultimately to the presence of solid or liquid
phases a t the surface of the planet.
We now pursue the consequences of these assumptions. Let P be the pressure, p the density and m the
mean molecular weight of the atmospheric mixture.
Let the mass fraction p,/p of absorbing gas be constant
in the stratosphere. Then from the hydrostatic relation
dP/dz= -pg, and from (I), we have

Here B= (u/s)T4 is the integrated Planck function,
where u is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and T is
the temperature; F is the value of the upward radiative
flux; and T* is the optical depth at the ground. The

where P, is the partial pressure of absorbing gas, m,
its molecular weight, and g the acceleration of gravity.
At the tropopause we set P,=kP,(T), where p is the
relative humidity a t the tropopause, and P, the saturation vapor pressure. Then combining (2a) and (3) we

obtain an implicit relation for the temperature T a t
the tropopause in terms of F :

F
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TABLE I. ~ a x i m u moutgoing flux F and corresponding temperature T a t the tropopause, for water, as functions of the
assumed choice of Po.

F(ca1 cm-'min-')

U°K)

Planck function (arbitrary units)
i

0.04

2

3

4

5

6

7

(4)

To interpret the quantity Po, we notice from (3)
that the optical depth is 1 at the level where the partial
pressure P, of absorbing gas is mg/Km,, which is equal
to spPo/2, from (4). Taking K= 0.1 cm2 gm-l, a value
appropriate to the 8-20 p window of water vapor a t STP
(Goody, p. 196), and p= loo%, m= 29, m u =18, g= 103
cnl sec-2, we obtain Po=8 mm Hg. This value is merely
illustrative, since the I R spectrum of water vapor is
anything but grey. However, 8 mm is also typical of the
partial pressure of water vapor near the surface of the
earth, which is consistent with an optical depth 7"
of the order unity as required in grey atmospheric
models (Goody, p. 332). One should realize, however,
that any value of Powithin an order of magnitude of
8 mm might be relevant in applying grey atmospheric
models to the earth.
The interesting point in connection with (4) is that
solutions exist only for values of F less than a certain
critical value (Fig. 1). For T small, the function on the
right is proportional to T4; for T large, the function is
is an increasing
proportiona1 to T4/p8(T). The
function of T and the latter a decreasing function,
so the expression on the right in (4) must have a maxiThis maximum due
may be
for any substance such as water or carbon dioxide,
provided an appropriate choice of the constant po
can be made. I n Table 1, critical values of F for water
are given, for a range of Po. For comparison, the
amounts of incident sunlight averaged over the surfaces
of the earth and venusare 0.50 and 0.95 cal cm-2
~ l l for~reflection,
~ i the
~ amount
~
absorbed is about 0.30 cal cm+ min-' in each case.
we notethat both F and 774
factor
by
of 2 as Pochanges by a factor of 50. This is because
p , ( ~ )is such a strongfunction of T. lnfact,for the
data of Table 1, P,(T) is almost directly proportional
to Po, but the corresponding changes in T are small,
Eq. (4) places an absolute upper bound on the flux
F for the model we have considered. We now show that
the presence of a convective troposphere places even
more stringent restrictions on F. An atmosphere satisfying (2) and (3) is just capable of delivering the
necessary upward flux required a t each level for radiative equilibrium. Replacing this solution below a certain level by a convective troposphere will tend to

P d m m Hg)
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FIG. 1. Planck function (u/x)T4vs optical depth 7 . The solid
curves are for an atmosphere in radiative equilibrium, Eq. (za)
for various F. The dashed curve is the saturation relation for a
uniformly mixed atmosphere, Eq. (3) with P,=P. ( T ) . or
F = F I the curves intersect, and Eq. (4) is satisfied a t A. From
A to A' the radiative equilibrium solution is supersaturated, but
this solution must be replaced by a convective troposphere
beginning a t A. For F = F 3 the curves do not intersect, and the
radiative equilibrium solution cannot be joined to a saturated
troposphere. F = F 2 is the critical case, corresponding to the
maximum flux Ii compatible with Eq. (4).

decrease the upward flux at that level, for several
reasons. First, convection will eliminate the temperature discontinuity a t the ground, thereby decreasing
the surface emission. Second, convection will decrease
the lapse rate, so that temperature will increase more
slowly with depth. And third, convection will mix more
water vapor into the troposphere, thereby increasing
the opacity. The last statement only holds when F
is close to the maximum value permitted by (4),
because only then are the solutions (2) and (3) not
supersaturated a t some levels (Fig. 1). The net result
is that a convective troposphere cannot deliver the
necess"ry upward flux unless the net flux F is some
finite amount less than its maximum value from (4).
For One specific example (saturated troposphere extending downward to infinity, adiabatic lapse rate,
grey absorption independent of pressure), the maximum
upward fluxes computed with the Eddington approximation are about 857& of those given in Table 1.
3 . Discussion of the runaway greenhouse

~ h model
,
we have discussed indicates that equilibrium is impossible when the solar flux exceeds a
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certain critical value, provided the I R opacity is due to
a gas whose concentration is controlled by evaporation
and precipitation. This concept differs from the greenhouse instability model discussed by Gold (1964), in
which a sudden increase in temperature leads to an
increase in opacity, which leads to a further increase in
temperature, and so on. Such a process is not ruled out
by the present calculations, but Manabe and Wetherald
(1967) have studied the time evolution of the temperature and water vapor content of the earth's atmosphere,
and their solutions tend to approach a stable equilibrium. Unstable equilibrium solutions may exist for
some values of the solar constant, but we have shown
that equilibrium of any sort is impossible above a
certain point.
We now consider what might happen to a planet
which is supercritical by the present criterion. I n the
first place, the albedo of the planet may increase,
allowing more sunlight to be reflected, thereby lowering
the value of F necessary for thermal equilibrium.
This would occur if the cloud cover were to increase,
although even for complete cloud cover there would
be appreciable absorption of sunlight. For example,
the albedo of Venus, which appears to be completely
cloud-covered a t present, is only about 0.7, which is
roughly the maximum albedo of deep terrestrial clouds.
I n addition, the conditions under which complete cloud
cover is possible are not well known. Terrestrial clouds
are water clouds, and the earth is obviously subcritical
with respect to water, since the amount of water at the
surface is effectively infinite. The composition of clouds
on Venus is not known and although water is a possible
constituent. it is clear that there are no vast reservoirs
of water on the hot surface of Venus. Thus, complete
cloud cover might not be possible on Venus if water
were as abundant there as it is on the earth.
So let us assume that there is a maximum albedo,
significantly less than 1, determined by the composition
of the clouds and by the maximum cloud cover consistent with the atmospheric dynamics. If thermal equilibrium is still impossible according to the model of the
last section, then other assumptions must be relaxed.
The only alternative is to allow the relative humidity
p a t the base of the stratosphere to fall. In fact, the
relative humidity of the earth's lower stratosphere is
considerably less than 100yo at mid-latitudes. However,
this is because the tropopause is much colder in the
tropics than a t mid-latitudes, and stratospheric air is
apparently dried out as it passes through tropical
regions. Thus, in principle, the earth is not an exception
to the model, since the water content of the stratosphere
is still controlled by the saturation vapor pressure a t
the tropical tropopause.
If we are to relax the assumption of high relative
humidity a t the base of the stratosphere, we must
invoke an atmospheric model quite unlike the earth's
atmosphere. As pointed out in the last section, high
relative humidity a t the base of the stratosphere is
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associated with high relative humidity throughout the
convective troposphere, and this is ultimately due to
the presence of oceans. Thus, if the oceans were to
evaporate completely, water vapor would become the
major atn~osphericconstituent, b u t paradoxically, the
relative humidity might fall. The energy needed for
evaporating the oceans would only be available if
the planet were absorbing more sunlight than it could
emit.
This is the runaway greenhouse. For a grey absorbing
gas with absorption coefficient independent of pressure,
there is no intermediate stage a t which thermal equilibrium might be possible. As long as there were oceans,
and as long as the troposphere were sufficiently active
to mix the vapor upward, thermal equilibrium would be
impossible if the solar constant were greater than the
critical value. Such a planet would be supercritical with
respect to water, and all water on the planet would
reside in the atmosphere.
At this stage we might ask whether the effect is due
to difficulties with the grey model. The numbers in
Table 1 indicate that the greatest values of F are
associated with the most transparent cases (large Po).
Thus, in attempting to establish upper bounds on the
longwave flux, the transparent portions of the spectrum
are the most important. For this reason we choose
a value of K for water vapor which is typical of the
8-20 p window. It is also clear that if a gas has spectral
windows with very low absorption, then the critical
values of F will be high. The grey model might not
apply as well to carbon dioxide, which shows no measurable absorption between bands, as it does to water
vapor, which shows measurable absorption a t all I R
wavelengths.
It is also possible to compute the maximum upward
flux from the troposphere using a radiation chart
(Ingersoll, 1968). In this case, however, it is necessary
to specify the maximum surface temperature, that is,
the temperature at which the greenhouse "runs away."
This is essentially the boiling point of the dry atmosphere : as shown in the next section, important changes
occur when water vapor becomes a major constituent
of the lower atmosphere. For a model of the earth's
atmosphere (boiling point 373K, lapse rate 6.5K km-l,
relative humidity 50% a t all levels, carbon dioxide
0.05yo by mass, etc.), the maximum flux from the
troposphere is 0.57 cal cmW2min-', computed with
an extended version of Yamornoto's (1952) chart.
This result is similar to the values of F given in
Table 1.
It is clear that in any realistic calculation the critical
solar constant will depend on many factors, including
the cloud cover and albedo, the composition and structure of the atmosphere, the amount of direct solar
heating, and so on. However, there is every reason to
believe that a runaway greenhouse will occur under
some circumstances, and i t is possible that it would
occur on Venus if water were abundant there.
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4. Possible applications to Venus

We now assume that water was abundant on Venus
at one time, and that Venus was supercritical with
respect to water. Hoyle (1955) has discussed this
possibility, and has argued that the higher water vapor
mixing ratios would lead to greater rates of photodissociation. He assumed that hydrogen escaped into
space, and that oxidizable material was available a t
the surface to consume the excess oxygen. Such an
explanation accounts for the present low abundance
of water and oxygen on Venus without contradicting
theories of the formation of the earth's atmosphere
(Berkner and Marshall, 1965; Brinkrnann, 1969).
Sagan (1960) and Gold (1964) also discussed the
possibility of a runaway greenhouse on Venus, but
they both concluded that it would not lead to rapid
photodissociation compared to that on the earth. A
runaway greenhouse would lead to much higher surface
temperatures and greater amounts of water vapor in
the lower atmosphere, but it would not substantially
alter the radiation balance a t the stratospheric temperature minimum. Therefore, they reasoned, the amount
of water vapor available for photodisociation in the
stratosphere would be small, as on the earth, and large
amounts of water could not be lost in this way. We shall
now show how the total atmospheric pressure in the
stratosphere might be substantially reduced in the
runaway greenhouse regime, thereby weakening the
radiation shield which protects water vapor from
photodissociation on the earth.
Here i t is necessary to consider the vertical structure
of an atmosphere in which water vapor is a major
constituent. We assume that the atmosphere is well
mixed, and therefore that the mixing ratio is constant
in layers where the relative humidity is always low,
whether water vapor is a major or a minor constituent.
The composition varies only in layers where moist
convection occurs, such as the earth's troposphere.
We also assume that the vertical structure of such
layers resembles the state of a saturated parcel of gas
as it rises from the bottom of the layer to the top. In a
moist adiabatic process the condensed water remains
in the parcel as cloud; in a pseudoadiabatic process
the condensed water falls out as rain.
In the Appendix it is shown that the mixing ratio is
is nearly constant for both processes when water vapor
is a major constituent. If a parcel containing 50%
water is cooled until its temperature is that of the lower
stratosphere, the mixing ratio descreases by a factor
of 2 or 3 at most. On the other hand, if water vapor is
initially a minor constituent, the mixing ratio decreases
by many orders of magnitude as the parcel is cooled to
stratospheric temperatures (Fig. 2). The latter case is
analogous to the earth's atmosphere; the mixing ratio
is about lW2-10-3 a t the surface of the earth, and
about 10-L10-6 in the stratosphere. The former case
is analogous to an atmosphere in which water vapor

'

1

Temperature T ( O K )
FIG.2. Water vapor content 7s temperature for moist adiabatic
and pseudoadiabatic expansions. The density ratio cy, is the mass
of water vapor relative to the mass of noncondensable ideal gas
(nitrogen in this case). The initial conditions for the curves shown
are a,=O.Ol, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, a t T=353K, with no liquid
water in the system initially.

is a maior constituent a t all levels. I n such an atmosphere the partial pressure of water vapor decreases
upward at about the same rate as the total pressure.
This means that temperature must decrease very
gradually with height. It also means that the total
pressure must be very low in the stratosphere, where
the partial pressure of water vapor is low. This is an
important possibility, which bears on the question of
the evolution of the Venus atmosphere.
If water vapor were a major constituent a t all levels
of the early Venus atmosphere, then it would be one
of the principal absorbers of ultraviolet (UV) sunlight.
On the earth, most of the UV light is absorbed by
noncondensible gases such as molecular oxygen ( 0 2
and 03). This absorption takes place high in the atmosphere, where water vapor is extremely rare, so very
little energy is available for dissociating water. On
Venus the amount of noncondensable gas above the
tropopause would be many orders of magnitude less,
since the total pressure would be much lower there,
so water vapor would be photodissociated at a much
greater rate than it is on earth. To put it differently,
the cold trap would still operate on Venus, but the
radiation shield of other gases above the stratospheric
temperature minimum would be absent.
u
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We may formulate this argument more quantitatively as follows: The cross section of a water vapor
molecule is greater than the cross sections of nitrogen,
oxygen and carbon dioxide for photons in thewavelength
range 1600-2000
(Berkner and Marshall, 1965).
Therefore, the fraction of incident photons in this
range which are absorbed by water Gapor is greater
than the water vapor mixing ratio in the upper atmosphere. The photon flux at the earth's orbit in the
range 1600-2000 A is about 1013 ern+ sec-I (Allen,
1963), which is enough to dissociate about 40 times the
amount of water in the earth's oceans during 4.5X lo9
years. On Venus, in the runaway greenhouse regime,
a significant
fraction of this flux would be available
"
for photodissociating water. On earth only a small
fraction is available, since the mixing ratio in the upper
atmosphere is 1W5-1W6.
I n this paper we have shown that a runaway greenhouse regime is possible for a planet with oceans at the
orbit of Venus. We have also shown that water vapor
would be mixed almost uniformly in such an atmosphere, and that large amounts of water would be
photodissociated in a relatively short time. It is beyond
the scope of the paper to discuss the escape of hydrogen
or the formation of oxides. Oxygen may have combined
with ferrous iron on Venus to form ferric oxide, or with
atmospheric hydrocarbons to form carbon dioxide.
High surface temperatures in the runaway greenhouse
regime might have hastened this process. There are
still many uncertainties in this explanation, but it has
the advantage that a major difference between earth
and Venus is explained as a necessary consequence of
their relative positions in the solar system.
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pseudoadiabatic expansion the condensed water leaves
the system as soon as it appears, so a, is always zero.
We wish to investigate how a , and a, behave as functions of temperature, as the system cools adiabatically
or pseudoadiabatically.
The entropy of the system, per unit mass of noncondensable gas, is

where s,, s, and sc are the specific entropies of noncondensable gas, water vapor and condensed water,
respectively. We assume that the specific entropies of
the constituents of the mixture are the same as for each
substance separately. Thus, since the two phases of
water are in equilibrium, the quantities s, and s, are
known functions of the temperature T. The quantity
s, is a function of T and p,, where p, is the density of
noncondensable gas. However, the gaseous constituents
occupy the same volume, so we have

where p , is the density of saturated water vapor, a
known function of temperature. Thus, s, may be
considered a known function of the ratio a, and the
temperature T. Near the critical point of water (647K)
it may not be valid to treat each constituent separately,
so we will restrict our discussion to ranges of temperature considerably below this value.
During an adiabatic expansion the total water and the
total entropy are constant; thus

ds,

ds,

+av-+ac-+

dT

dT

da,
(su-sc)-=O.
dT

(A4)

I n addition, if the noncondensable gas behaves as an
ideal gas, we have

APPENDIX

Condensation of a Major Constituent
Consider a mixture of water vapor, condensed water
(solid or liquid) and noncondensable gas in thermodynamic equilibrium. Let a, be the mass of water vapor
relative to the mass of noncondensable gas in the
mixture, and let a, be the mass of condensed water
relative to the mass of noncondensable gas; a, may take
any value initially, but we consider only processes in
which the vapor is saturated. During a moist adiabatic
expansion the condensed water remains in the system,
so the quantity a,+a, is constant, while during a

where c,(T) is the molar heat capacity of the ideal gas
a t constant volume, and mn its molecular weight. Eq.
(A4) is then a first-order differential equation for
a,(T), i.e.,
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A sample of the results is shown in Fig. 2, for water
vapor mixed with nitrogen. The moist adiabats start
a,(T) +a,(T) =a,l+a,l (moist adiabat), (A8) a t T=353K with no liquid water in the system. They
where a,' and a,' are the initial values of a, and a, a t are discontinuous a t OC, where the liquid water freezes.
The pseudoadiabats have discontinuities of slope a t OC.
temperature T'.
I n a pseudoadiabatic expansion the condensed water Curves starting a t T=403 and 453K are similar in
leaves the system, although the entropy of condensation every respect to the curves in Fig. 2.
When water vapor is a major constituent (a,> 0.1 in
remains. Thus, the appropriate equation is still (A7),
Fig.
2), the function a,(T) is algebraic; a , decreases by
but in place of (A8) we have
a factor of 2-3 as T decreases from 353 to 173K. When
a,(T) =a,' =0 (pseudoadiabat).
(A91 water vapor is a minor constituent (aV<0.01in Fig. 2),
the function is exponential with logarithmic decrement
Eqs. (A7) and (A9) describe an irreversible process about 10K; in this case a, decreases by several orders
involving condensation and precipitation, but not of magnitude as T decreases from 353 to 173K. An
evaporation. Therefore, only negative changes in a,(T) asymptotic analysis of (A7), using the approximate
have physical significance.
formulas (All)-(A14) with Xm,/(RT)>>l, substantiates
For TLOC, steam tables (Keenan and Keyes, 1936) these conclusions. Thus, the water vapor content of a
were used to obtain values of s,-s,, ds,/dT, dsc/dT, mixture will either remain high or decrease exponenand d(logp,)/dT. The quantity s,-s, was taken directly tially during a moist adiabatic or pseudoadiabatic exfrom the tables; the derivatives were evaluated using a pansion, depending on whether the vapor is a major or
linear approximation with a step size AT = 2F. Eq. (A7) minor constituent.
was divided through by a,, and the result was inteAn interesting peripheral issue concerns the sign of
grated with loga, as dependent variable. The Runge- da,/dT in (A7). Brunt (1934) and McDonald (1964)
Kutta method was used with a step size AT= IOC (half have speculated that clouds might form on downdrafts
step size 5C). The equation was integrated with tem- under some circumstances. T o investigate this possiperature decreasing from the initial temperature T' to bility we set ac=O, corresponding to the initial stage of
the point T =OC.
cloud formation, and we look for negative values of
At T =OC, all liquid water in the system was assumed da,/dT, corresponding to condensation (a, decreasing)
to freeze. The total entropy (Al) is conserved during during adiabatic compression ( T increasing). Data for
this process, but s,, a, and a, change discontinuously. saturated water vapor are given by Keenan and Keyes
Therefore, the quantity,
(1936); data for saturated ammonia, carbon dioxide,
methane, acetylene, ethane and propane are given by
Din (1962).
must be the same before and after freezing, which
For all of these vapors, ds,/dT is negative, so the
follows from (A2), (A6), and the fact that T and p, are pure vapor (a, large) condenses only on updrafts
constant. This conservation law is sufficient to deter- (da,/dT positive). A necessary condition for condensamine the change in a, a t OC when there is liquid water tion on downdrafts is
in the system.
For T<OC, ice was assumed to form directly from
the vapor, and the following relations were used:
which follows from (A7) with cu,=O; cn is the molar
heat capacity of the noncondensable gas a t constant
volume. For an ideal gas with six internal degrees of
freedom, c,/R is 4.5; for most real gases a t moderate
temperatures, c,/R<4.5. However, the values of
Td(logp,)/dT for saturated vapors of real substances
are never < 7 (Table 2), so we conclude that real clouds
to be solved subject to the condition

where X is the latent heat of sublimation, ci the specific
heat of ice, and m,=18 is the molecular weight of
water. Eqs. (All) and (A12) are the definitions of X and
ci; Eq. (A13) is the derivative of (All); and (A14) is
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation in which the specific
volume of ice has been neglected, and the vapor has
been treated as an ideal gas. The values of X and c; were
obtained a t intervals of 10C from the Smithsonian
Meteorological Tables (1958). The integration of (A7)
was continued from T=OC t o T=-100C
using
these data.

TABLE
2. Minimum values of W = Td (logp,)/dT for saturated
vapors of various substances. T,i, and Pmi,are the values of the
temperature and vapor pressure at which W is a minimum.
Tmio

Substance

(OK)

Pmin

(atm)

Wmin
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will form only on updrafts. McDonald's criterion may
be derived from
using the approximate form Of
the Clapeyron equation (A14), but this equation is valid
only at low temperatures and pressures. McDonald has
this
to saturated vapors 'lose to
their critical points, where (A14) is certainly invalid.
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